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Abstract. With recent advancements in location-acquisition techniques
and smart phone devices, social networks such as Foursquare, Facebook
and Twitter are acquiring the location dimension while minimizing the
gap between physical world and virtual social networking. This in return,
has resulted in the generation of geo-tagged data at unprecedented scale
and has facilitated users to fully capture and share their geo-locations
with timestamps on social media. Typical location-based social media
allows users to check-in at a location of interest using smart devices which
then is published on social network and this information can be exploited
for recommendation. In this paper, we propose a new type of query called
Geo-Social Temporal Top-k (GSTTk) query, which enriches the semantics
of the conventional spatial query by introducing social relevance and
temporal component. In addition, we propose three different schemes
to answer such a query. Finally, we conduct an exhaustive evaluation
of proposed schemes and demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
approaches.

1 Introduction

The increasing use of smart phones, location-based services and recent advance-
ments in location-acquisition technologies such as GPS, have made location infor-
mation an essential part of social networks such as Facebook and Foursquare. In
location-based social network (LBSN), a relationship (edges) between two enti-
ties (nodes) is not only limited to friendship, but can also be of another type such
as works-at, lives-in and studies-at etc. [1]. The nodes and edges may also
contain spatial and temporal information respectively such as a user’s check-ins
at different locations. Consider an example of a Facebook user Alice who was
born in Germany, works at Monash University and checks-in at a particular
restaurant [1]. Facebook records this information by linking Facebook pages of
Monash University and Germany with Alice [2], e.g., Alice and Monash Uni-
versity are connected by an edge labelled works-at and Alice and Germany are
connected with an edge labelled born-in.

Social connections assist us in making right decisions in various activities
and events and thus impose some influence on us [3]. In the past few years, a
large body of work has studied a wide variety of queries on location-based social
networks to enable various applications. For example in [1,3], top-k queries were
studied that return k places based on their distances from query as well as their
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popularity among the friends of the query user (e.g., are frequently visited by
the friends). A major limitation of the existing work on top-k queries is that they
ignore the temporal aspects, e.g., the popularity of a place is defined based on
the whole time dimension. In real world scenarios, the users may be interested in
the places that are popular during a specific time period (e.g., during Christmas
holidays, or within last six months etc.). Inspired by this, in this paper, we study
the problem of finding top-k places considering their distance from the query q
and popularity of a place in q’s social circle during given time interval. Consider
an example of a visitor from Switzerland visiting Melbourne and wants to find a
nearby café which serves Rösti (a traditional Swedish hot cake) with coffee and
has become popular (e.g., frequently visited) among people from Switzerland
during last year. This involves utilizing spatial information (i.e., nearby café,
check-ins), social information (i.e., people who were born-in Switzerland) as
well as temporal information (i.e., cafés that are visited during last year).

The applications of such queries are not limited to traditional location-based
social services and can also be used in disaster management, public health, secu-
rity, tourism etc. For example, in disease monitoring, we may want to find fre-
quently visited places (top-k) in last 6 months by people infected by Ebola virus
[3]. Consider a health-based social network where each health risk (e.g., Ebola)
is an entity and people affected by it are connected to it via an edge. One can
issue a query to find the top-k frequently visited places in the last 6 months by
the one-hop neighbors of the Ebola entity.

Although several types of queries have been investigated on LBSNs [4], to
the best of our knowledge, none of the existing methods are applicable to answer
the queries similar to the above; that aim at finding nearby places that are pop-
ular among a particular group of users satisfying social and temporal constraint.
Motivated by this, in this paper, we formalize this problem as a Geo-Social Tem-
poral Top-k (GSTTk) query and propose efficient query processing techniques.
Specifically, a GSTTk query retrieves top-k places (points of interest) ranked
according to their spatial, social and temporal relevance to the query user. A
formal definition is provided in Sect. 3.1 and we make the following contributions
in this paper.

– To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study the GSTTk query
that retrieves nearby places popular among a particular group of users in the
social network during specified time interval.

– At first, we present two different approaches i.e., Social-First and Spatial-
First to solve our problem and then we propose our main algorithm called
Hybrid.

– We conduct an exhaustive evaluation of the proposed schemes using real
dataset and demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approaches. Our
experiments show that our main algorithm outperforms the other two.

2 Related Work

Geo-Social queries recently became more visible to researchers due to the emer-
gence of handheld technology [4,5]. In [5], they study skyline operator and intro-
duce a new type of query. In skyline queries, a query user does not need to have
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adequate domain knowledge to be able to decide upon the balance factor which
is mandatory for top-k queries. They adopted grid-based partitioning schemes to
quickly filter the places that cannot be the part of candidate objects. However,
their techniques cannot handle the temporal component and thus, cannot be
exploited to answer our work. Also, nearest neighbour queries have been widely
utilized in location-based social networks [6,7].

Top-k queries fetch top-k objects based on a user defined scoring function and
have been extensively studied [1,3,8]. In [3], they introduce a new type of group
query where a group of users may want to plan an activity and are looking for a
suitable venue based on its popularity among users’ social circles. However, their
work cannot be applied to answer our work which includes temporal information.
The work presented in this paper builds on our previous work [1,3] which study
top-k and skyline queries on LBSNs by considering social and spatial aspects.
However, the major difference is the temporal aspect which is addressed in this
paper.

Temporal queries retrieve query results based on given temporal properties.
It is noteworthy that time dimension has strong influence in many domains for
example, Topic Detection and Tracking, Spatial queries, Information retrieval,
Top-k queries, Geo-Textual queries [9,10]. Recently, researchers started investi-
gating periodic patterns of user preferences (e.g., weekend night interests). One
solution is to add a time dimension to user-item matrix and apply techniques
introduced in [11]. Work proposed in [12] offers time-aware recommendations
using a user-based collaborative filtering method. However, none of the proposed
works exploit user’s social circle to recommend point of interests (POIs).

In an early attempt on bulk insertion for an R-tree, the data items to be
inserted are first sorted by their spatial proximity and then packed into blocks
of B rectangles [13]. There is another work on the bulk insertion which uses a
STLT (small-tree-large-tree) approach [14]. If a small tree covers a large area,
the node of a large tree into which a small tree is inserted needs to be enlarged to
enclose it. This means the STLT only works well for highly skewed data sets [15].
However, this suffers with the same problem of the R-trees being inserted may
increase the overall overlap of the target R-tree. To the best of our knowledge,
none of existing techniques can be applied or trivially extended to solve GSTTk

query.

3 Preliminaries

3.1 Problem Definition

Location Based Social Network (LBSN): A location-based social network
consists of a set of entities U (e.g., users, Facebook Pages etc.) and a set of places
P as defined in our previous work [5].

Score of a Place p: Given a query user q, a range r and a temporal interval
I[st, et] (where st denotes start time and et denotes end time), the score of a
place p ∈ P is 0 if ||q, p|| ≥ r where ||q, p|| is the Euclidean distance between
query location and p. If ||q, p|| ≤ r, the score of p is a weighted sum of its spatial
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score (pspatial) and its social score (number of q’s friends check-ins in the given
temporal interval I) (psocial).

p.score = α × pspatial + (1 − α) × psocial (1)

where α is a parameter used to control the relative importance of spatial and
social scores. The social score psocial is computed as in our previous work [5].
Let’s take the one-hop neighbors of the query user (denoted as Fq) considering
a particular relationship type for example, if the relationship is works-at and
the query entity is a Facebook Page for the company Samsung, then Fq is a set
of users who work at Samsung. Although our techniques can handle any type
of relationship, for the ease of presentation, in the rest of the paper we only
consider the friendship relationships [3]. In this context, Fq contains the friends
of the query user q. Let p.visitors denotes the set of all users that visited (i.e.,
checked-in at) the place p during given temporal interval I(st, et). The social
score psocial of place p is computed as follows:

psocial =
|Fq ∩ p.visitors|

|Fq| (2)

where |X| denotes the cardinality of a set X and the spatial score pspatial is
based on how close the place is to the query location. Formally, given a range
r, pspatial = 0 if the place does not lie in the range r. Otherwise, pspatial =
(r − ||q, p||) where ||q, p|| indicates Euclidean distance between query location
and p. Note that psocial is always between 0 to 1 and we normalize pspatial such
that it is also within the range 0 to 1, e.g., the data space is normalized such
that ||q, p|| ≤ 1 and r ≤ 1 [3].

Geo-Social Temporal Top-k (GSTTk) Query: Given an LBSN, a GSTTk

query q returns k places with the highest scores where the score p.score of each
place p is computed as described above.

Example 2.1: We extend the example given in [3] and Fig. 1(a) illustrates the
locations of a set of places P = {p1, p2, p3, p4} and a query q. Let’s assume that
the query q is with k = 2, range r = 0.15, temporal interval I is “during last
year” and has a set of friends Fq = {u1, u2....u9, u10}. The number in bracket
next to each place is the number of friends of q who visited the place during last
year. Figure 1(b) shows the Euclidean distances and visitors (from the friends of
q i.e., Fq) of each place during all times (column 3) as well as during last year
(column 4). Let’s assume α = 0.5, the spatial score of p2 is pspatial = 0.07, the
social score of p2 is psocial = 0.30 and by applying Eq. 1, we get the score of p2
i.e., p2.score = 0.5 × 0.07 + (1 − 0.5) × 0.30 = 0.185.

Similarly, for p1, the spatial score is pspatial = 0.05, the social score of p1
is psocial = 0.0 and by applying the same equation, we get the score of p1 i.e.,
p1.score = 0.5×0.05+(1−0.5)×0.0 = 0.025. For p3 and p4, their scores will be
Score(p3) = 0.205 and Score(p4) = 0.115 respectively. The result of the query
q is (p2, p3) according to scoring function in Eq. 1.
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(a) A Query q (b) Sample Dataset

Fig. 1. Temporal Top-k Query Example

3.2 Framework Overview

The proposed framework consists of three techniques to answer GSTTk query:
(I) Social-First, (II) Spatial-First and (III) Hybrid. The Social-First approach
first processes the social component (e.g., friendship relations and their check-
ins) for given temporal interval I and then processes spatial component (e.g.,
places in given range). The Spatial-First approach initially processes the spa-
tial component followed by processing the social component. In contrast, Hybrid
approach is capable of processing both social and spatial components simultane-
ously to answer the query [3]. It utilizes two types of pre-processed information
related to each user u ∈ U , her check-ins and summary of her friends’ check-in
and; the summary of visitor’s check-ins for each place p.

Precisely, we index places, users’ check-in information and visitor’s check-in
information by exploiting R-tree [16]. We create Facility R-Tree where all places
(p ∈ P ) in a given dataset are indexed based on their location coordinates and
Friendship Index where for each user, her friends are indexed using B+-Tree
sorted on their IDs. This is used to efficiently retrieve the friends based on their
IDs [1].

3D Check-In R-Tree: For each user u, we create a 3D Check-In R-Tree which
indexes all the check-ins of the u. This is a 3 dimensional R-tree where two
dimensions belong to the location coordinates of the check-in and the third
dimension corresponds to the time of the check-in.

4 Proposed Techniques

4.1 Social-First Based Approach

In this approach, scores of the places in given range r are computed by consid-
ering the check-ins of each friend u ∈ Fq. Specifically, for each friend u ∈ Fq, its
3D Check-In R-Tree is traversed to obtain the places in the range where u has
checked-in during given temporal interval I. The social score of each checked-in
place by any friend is updated. When every user u ∈ Fq is processed, we have
the final social score of each place in the range. Next, the algorithm considers
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each place in the range and computes its final score. Finally, the top-k places are
returned. Let’s assume, the score of current kth place p is Scorek, it was shown
in [1] that if the ||q, p|| ≥ (r − Scorek

α ), we can prune that place p. Due to space
limitation, we skip in-depth details of the algorithm including its pseudocode.

4.2 Spatial-First Based Approach

Initially, this approach retrieves all places in given range r and computes spatial
score of each place p in ascending order of distance from q [1]. For each accessed
place, its social score is computed by exploring the visitors of the place and
the friends of the query user q. For each unaccessed place p, an upper bound is
computed using its distance from q and assuming its social score to be 1 (the
maximum possible). The algorithm terminates if the upper bound score of the
next place is smaller than the score of kth place found so far. Let’s assume, the
score of current kth place p is Scorek, it was shown in [1] that if the ||q, p|| ≥
(r − (Scorek−(1−α))

α ), the process stops since every subsequent place p in the
priority queue is further than the current place p from q. Due to space limitation,
we skip in-depth details of the algorithm including its pseudocode.

4.3 Hybrid Approach

This section focuses on our third approach (i.e., Hybrid) to process GSTTk

queries which is capable of processing social, spatial and temporal components
simultaneously. Before presenting the technique in detail, we describe our index
and space partitioning techniques.

3D Friends Check-Ins R-Tree: In addition to the previous indexes, for each
user u, we introduce another index called 3D Friends Check-Ins R-tree (3DFCR-
Tree) which maintains the summary of check-ins of the user u’s friends. Specifi-
cally, 3DFCR-Tree stores check-in information of each friend of u by indexing a
few MBRs for each friend. Thus, it represents the summary of all friends check-
ins.

One approach is to use the root MBR of each of u’s friends 3D Check-In R-
Tree and index them in 3DFCR-Tree. The problem with indexing root MBR is
that, many root nodes may be too big (e.g., consider a user who has checked-in in
every continent) and this would result in huge overlap among the MBRs affecting
the effectiveness of the R-tree. To overcome the shortcoming, we propose to index
the children of the root nodes instead of the root nodes. Let’s assume a query
q ∈ U where the friends of q are Fq = {u1, u2, u3. . . u19, u20}. Figure 2(a)
illustrates the idea of the 3DFCR-Tree of q. Similarly, Fig. 2(b) shows one of
the leaf nodes of a 3DFCR-Tree which indexes child entries of root MBR of few
friends’ (e.g., u1, u3, u7) 3D Check-In R-Trees.

Visitors Check-Ins R-Tree (VCRTree): As described earlier, for each user,
we maintain her friends’ summary to prune irrelevant friends when a query
arrives. Similarly, each place p has visitors (p.visitors containing their IDs) and
their check-ins information during different times. To maintain this information,
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(a) Summary of Friends’ check-Ins (b) Leaf Node

Fig. 2. 3D Friends Check-Ins R-Tree

we create an R-tree (denoted as VCRTree) and each indexed point is a two-
dimensional point where one dimension is visitor ID and other dimension is
check-in time.

4.3.1 Algorithm Overview
Initially, when a query arrives, we create a two dimensional grid (which covers
given range r) on the fly. For each cell of the grid, we compute an upper bound
on score for each place that may lie in the cell (to be explained later) and
based on the upper bound, we access places in the order to prune unnecessary
places and friends which are not relevant. Secondly, by employing VCRTree for
remaining candidate places, we further prune the irrelevant ones based on social
and temporal criteria. Below, we explain the pruning criteria in detail with
pseudocode given in Algorithm 1.

Using Range Grid: In this step, we construct the on the fly 2D-Grid to prune
two kind of objects based on 3DFCR-Tree as follows.

1. Pruning Friends: If an MBR of 3DFCR-Tree does not overlap with
the grid or with given temporal interval I, we can prune it which in return,
prunes that particular friend. The pruned friends are the friends of the query
who have not checked-in in given range r during given temporal interval I.
Specifically, to compute the upper bound on social score of a cell cij of range
grid, the algorithm traverses 3DFCR-Tree of a query user q to compute number
of objects (child nodes of root of friends’ Check-In R-trees) intersecting with the
cell. Let’s consider an example in Fig. 3(a) where we have a range grid cell cij

and some 3DFCR-Tree objects belonging to q’s friends ranging from u1 to u5.
Since only u1, u4 and u5 overlap with cij , they might have checked-in at any
place p in the cell. Therefore, the maximum number of friends who might have
visited a place in the cell is 3, which can be used to obtain the upper bound on
social score.

2. Pruning Places: Each cell cij in the grid contains a list of places Pc that
lie inside it and a list of overlapping MBRs of 3DFCR-Tree (denoted as Vcell)
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based on criteria described above. Once the list Vcell for each cell is fetched, an
upper bound on the score (denoted as Scorecell) of each cell is computed using
Eq. 3.

Scorecell = α(r − mindist(cell, q)) + (1 − α)
( |Vcell|

|Fq|
)

(3)

Since, |Vcell| denotes the number of query friends who might have visited a
place in the cell within the query temporal interval, the upper bound on social
score of a cell is computed as |Vcell|

|Fq| . Similarly, (r − mindist(cell, q)) gives an
upper bound on the spatial score of any place in the cell where mindist(cell, q)
denotes the distance between the query q and the nearest place p to the q in the
cell.

In first loop (at line 1), for each cell in descending order of the Scorecell, the
algorithm accesses each place p in the cell (at line 4) to compute score of the
place while maintaining the current kth place score (at line 7). If the current kth

place score is greater than the next cell’s Scorecell, the algorithm stops since
all the subsequent cells can not contain a place with higher score than current
kth place’s score (at line 3). Below, we describe how to compute the score of a
candidate place efficiently.

Algorithm 1. Hybrid Algorithm
1 foreach Range Grid cell cij in descending order of upper bound scores do
2 if Scorecell ≤ Scorek then
3 return top-k results;
4 foreach place p in cell cij do
5 ComputeScore(p) ; // Algorithm 2
6 end
7 Update top-k results and Scorek;
8 end

4.3.2 Computing Score of a Candidate Place

Intuition: A näıve approach: Let’s consider a query q with a list of friends and
their check-ins, and a place p with a list of visitors. To compute score of the
place, we have to traverse through whole friends’ list and visitors’ list to see if
a friend has visited the place during given temporal interval I. In general, the
above approach is not efficient since in many applications, the size of Fq may
be huge e.g., people born-in Germany. To speed-up the query processing, we
employ an R-Tree (VCR-Tree) to index visitor IDs and their check-in times (as
described earlier).

Let’s consider an example where we have three MBRs of VCR-Tree (R1, R2

and R3) shown in Fig. 3(b) along with given temporal interval I(20, 45) (shaded
area) and a list of friends Fq. Clearly, MBR R2 neither intersects with any user
in Fq (see the broken lines) nor with given temporal interval I. Therefore, we
can prune the MBR. Note that, MBR R3 does overlap with given temporal
interval I. However, it does not intersect with any user in Fq and can also be
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pruned. Similarly, we can prune user U11 since none of the three MBRs intersect
with it. Since MBR R1 intersects with both the Fq and given temporal interval
I, it might contain check-ins of the friends. In Fig. 3(b), the relevant users of
the query q are U14, U18 and U21 (shown in solid) who visited the place during
given temporal interval I. Next, we explain the technique in Algorithm 2 with
pseudocode given below.

(a) A cell’s Social Score Upper Bound (b) Social Score Computation

Fig. 3. Social Score

To compute the score of a candidate place p, the algorithm starts finding
the friends of q who visited the place p by traversing the Fq in ascending order
of friend IDs (at line 1). For this purpose, it accesses MBRs of VCRTree of the
place p based on their minimum visitor ID by first initializing a min-heap with
root MBR of VCRTree with minimum visitor ID as sorting key (at line 2). Then,
in first loop (at line 3), the algorithm starts de-heaping entries iteratively and
examines whether or not it intersects with the remaining number of friends in
Fq (to be verified as visitors and denoted as Fq.remaining) and given temporal
interval I (at line 7). If the entry E intersects with either of the two and is also
an object (i.e., check-in belongs to a friend in the Fq ), the algorithm either
updates the social score of the place p or prunes it based on an upper bound on
the score of the place p (denoted as PmaxScore) using Eq. 4.

PmaxScore = α × pspatial + (1 − α) × PmaxSocial (4)

To choose from one of the two options, the algorithm first computes PmaxScore

of the place p using maximum possible social score of the place p (denoted as
PmaxSocial) which is computed as described in Eq. 5. Let Fq.traversed denotes a
subset of the Fq which has been traversed so far to find friends in the Fq who
visited the place p and assuming all the remaining friends in the Fq.remaining

have visited the place p.

PmaxSocial =
|Fq.traversed ∩ p.visitors| + |Fq.remaining|

|Fq| (5)
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Intuitively, PmaxSocial is the maximum possible social score of a place p at
any point during the computation of final score of the place p. Consequently, if
PmaxScore of the place p is less than the current kth place score, the algorithm
terminates without computing the final score and prunes the place p (at line 10)
since it cannot be in top-k places. Otherwise, it updates the social score of the
place p (at line 12). Similarly, if the entry E does not overlap either with the
Fq.remaining or given temporal interval I, it is instantly pruned and consequently,
its child entries are not en-heaped.

Algorithm 2. ComputeScore(p)
1 F ← first friend in Fq ;
2 Initialize min-heap with Root of VCR-Tree;
3 while min-heap is not empty do
4 De-heap entry E;
5 if F < Minimum Visitor ID of E then
6 F ← binary search to find first F in Fq with ID >= minimum visitor

ID of E;
7 if (E overlaps with given temporal interval I or with the friend F then
8 if E is an object then
9 if PmaxScore < Scorek then

10 Prune the place p;
11 else
12 Update Social score ;

13 else
14 Insert child entries of E into min-heap with minimum visitor

ID as a key;

15 end
16 Return Score(p);

4.3.3 Handling Updates
Now, we provide a very high level idea of how to update the indexes. For this
purpose, we index last month data using a separate data structure in addition
to the data structure that maintains all previous months data and during query
processing, we use both the data structures. Similarly, to update the data struc-
tures, a periodic bulk update is performed.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experimental Setup

To the best of our knowledge, this problem has not been studied before and no
previous algorithm can be trivially extended to answer GSTTk queries. There-
fore, we evaluate the proposed algorithms on their performance by comparing
them with each other.

Each method is implemented in C++ and experiments are run on Intel Core
I 5 2.4 GHz PC with 8 GB memory running on 64-bit Ubuntu Linux. We use real
dataset of Gowalla [17] and various parameters such as number of queries, range
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(km), temporal interval (months), grid size, average number of friends and k. The
default values of the parameters used are 100, 100, 6, 16, 600 and 10 respectively.
Gowalla dataset contains 196,591 users, 950,327 friendships, 6,442,890 check-
ins over the period of February 2009 - October 2010 and 1,280,956 checked-in
places across the world [3]. The node size of Facility R-Tree index is set to
4096 Bytes and 1024 Bytes for 3D Check-In R-Tree, 3DFCR-Tree and VCR-
Tree indexes because they have fewer objects as compared to Facility R-Tree.
For each experiment, we randomly choose 100 users and consider them as query
users.

5.2 Performance Evaluation

Index Size: Figure 4(a) compares the index sizes of five different subsets of the
real dataset. To obtain these datasets, we randomly selected 100, 000 to 500, 000
places and we extracted their corresponding social networks based on visitors
of the places. The input data contains places, check-in information, friends and
their relationship information in few simple text files (without indexing). The
value on top of each Bar denotes how many times bigger the respective index
size is compared to the input data. For example, for 100, 000 places, the size
of indexes utilized by the Social-First algorithm is 2.29 times bigger than the
input data. Note that the size of all our indexes is linear to the input data for
all datasets (e.g., Hybrid is 3–4 times bigger than the input data). As expected,
Hybrid index is the largest index.
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Fig. 4. Index and Grid Size; and Effect of k

Effect of Grid Size: In Fig. 4(b), we study the effect of different number of cells
in which grid is partitioned in Hybrid technique. The CPU cost also depends
on the number of cells because it affects grid partitioning and grid cells’ upper
bound computation which plays a vital role in pruning phase. In our study, we
found that the best CPU performance can be achieved by splitting the region
covering given range r into grid of 16 × 16 cells for the default parameters.

Effect of k: In this evaluation, we test our proposed techniques for various values
of k. As shown in Fig. 4(c), Hybrid is up to 15 times faster and the performance
is not significantly affected by the value of k. The reason is that, the main cost
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depends on creating the grid and then computing upper bounds of the cells and
this dominant cost is not affected by k. Similarly, I/O cost remains unaffected
to much extent as illustrated in Fig. 4(d) for all the three algorithms since the
higher value of k does not incur more disk access. Note that, Hybrid performs
better than the other two even though it processes more indexes. However, due
to efficient pruning techniques, it incurs less I/O cost.

Effect of Range: Next, we evaluate the performance of our techniques for range
between 50 to 400 km in Fig. 5. The region in which we want to find top-k places
is defined by the given range r containing average number of places between
5, 000 to 100, 000. Note that, Spatial-First is linearly affected as we increase the
range r due to linear growth in number of places as shown in Fig. 5(a). Similarly,
Social-First shows a steady growth in CPU cost with the increase in range r.
Although it accesses the 3D Check-In R-Tree for each friend but the cost is
increased because the cost of range query on these R-trees is affected with the
range r. Note that, Hybrid performs several times better than the other two.
Further, in terms of I/O cost, as we increase the range r, Social-First again
shows a steady growth since the number of 3D Check-In R-Trees which need to
be processed, is independent of the range r as illustrated in Fig. 5(b). Note that,
Spatial-First is most affected since as we increase the range r, it has to process
more places which in return, incurs more disk access.

Effect of Average Number of Friends: In this experiment, we study the
effect of number of friends on the three techniques in Fig. 5. Note that the size of
3DFCR-Tree relies on number of query q’s friends and the distribution of each
friend’s check-ins in search space which determines the number of objects to be
indexed in 3DFCR-Tree. This in return affects the upper bound of grid cells in
Hybrid technique. In Spatial-First technique, CPU cost is mainly dependent on
the cost of range query on Facility R-Tree and to some extent on number of
query q’s friends which affect the social score computation module as depicted
in Fig. 5(c). Similarly, as we increase the number of friends, Social-First has to
process more 3D Check-In R-Trees which affects its CPU cost. Note that, when
we increase the average number of friends, we found that Social-First is linearly
affected since it requires to access 3D Check-In R-Tree for each friend as shown
in Fig. 5(d).
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Fig. 5. Effect of varying Range and number of Friends
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Effect of Concurrent Number of Queries: Next, we compare the perfor-
mance of our techniques for various number of queries. Figure 6(a) shows average
CPU cost of the techniques which slightly varies depending on the number of
query q’s friends and query location. Social-First technique has higher CPU cost
for any number of queries than the other two because it accesses 3D Check-In
R-Tree for each friend and issues a range query as illustrated in the figure. Sim-
ilarly, Spatial-First has slightly different CPU cost because of different query
and number of places in range r. Note that, Hybrid algorithm performs several
times better and the cost for different number of queries is slightly affected by
the query location, number of friends and number of places in range r. Simi-
larly, for all the three algorithms, the average I/O cost is mainly independent of
the number of queries and is slightly affected by the query location, number of
friends and number of places in range r as depicted in Fig. 6(b).

Effect of Temporal Interval: In Fig. 6, we evaluate the effect of size of tempo-
ral interval I to test the performance of the three methods. Social-First algorithm
has higher CPU cost even for smaller temporal intervals because most of 3D
Check-In R-Trees overlap with the temporal interval as shown in Fig. 6(c). Sim-
ilarly, the CPU cost of Spatial-First method remains high specifically for bigger
temporal intervals due to more number of places to be processed. On the other
hand, in Hybrid technique, temporal interval affects cells’ upper bound com-
putation and consequently, the pruning phase gets affected. Note that, Hybrid
performs several times better than the others. Further, in terms of I/O cost, as
we increase the temporal interval I, Social-First shows a steady growth since the
number of 3D Check-In R-Trees which need to be processed, slightly depends
on the temporal interval I as illustrated in Fig. 6(d). Note that, Spatial-First is
most affected since as we increase the temporal interval I, it has to process more
places and is the main cause of high disk access.
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Fig. 6. Effect of varying number of Queries and Temporal Interval

5.3 Conclusions

In this work, we are the first to formalize the problem of Geo-Social Tempo-
ral Top-k (GSTTk) query and propose efficient query processing techniques.
First, we present two different approaches i.e., Social-First and Spatial-First
to solve our problem and then, we propose our main algorithm called Hybrid.
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Hybrid technique is capable of processing social, spatial and temporal compo-
nents simultaneously by utilizing a hybrid index specifically designed to handle
GSTTk queries. Results of empirical studies demonstrate the effectiveness of our
main algorithm (i.e., Hybrid).
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